Best Practices in Teaching
Argumentative Writing
Dialogic Approaches to Support
Argumentative Writing
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Critical questions can encourage
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Opportunities of dialogic interactions encourage students to consider
multiple perspectives when they write and be more aware of
counterarguments.
Example: debate activity (Adapted from Kuhn & Crowell, 2011)
Students in same side generate and rank evidence for their
opinion on the topic
Students brainstorm about potential questions they may be asked
(teacher can support by giving students a list of questions to
prepare for)
Students consider rebuttals for the alternative perspectives
Debate
Between turns, students complete a reflection sheet and reflect on
their arguments, their opponents’ arguments, and what
counterarguments they can develop
Discuss the reflection sheet with their group
Students participate in a 3-minute “hot seat: debate where
students debate one-on-one with students on the other side
Students write an argumentative essay on the topic

Strategically Support Self-regulated Writing

Argumentative writing is a problem-solving process. (Bereiter &
Scardamalia, 1987)
Thus, goal-directed self-regulated process is necessary to write
arguments. (Graha, & Harris, 1997)
Novice writers are sully challenged by devising strategies to deal with
demands associated with planning and revising the essays. (Graham,
Harris, & McKeown, 2013)
Explicit instruction on self-regulation is needed. (Graham & Perin, 2007)
The self-regulated strategy development (SRSD) model is an effective
approach. (Graham & Perin, 2007; Graham et al., 2013) It helps students to
learn to include all elements of argumentative writing in their essays.
SRSD emphasizes using explicit instruction to teach students
strategies that regulate their behaviors in the writing process
Step 1: Explicitly explain purposes and benefits of the strategy
Step 2: Discuss the mnemonics with students
Step 3: Model the strategy
Step 4: Students memorize mnemonics through practice
Step 5: Teachers gradually release responsibility and let students have
Step 6: Provide opportunities for students to internalize the strategy

Another strategy to improve self-regulation: P (pick goals) L (list ways to
meet goals) AN (and make notes) S (sequence notes)
A strategy to help develop introduction: A (attract the reader’s
attention) I (identify the problem of the topic) M (map the context of
the problem/ provide background information to understand the
problem) S (state the thesis)
A strategy to improve the revision process: S (Does it make Sense?) C (Is
it connected to my belief?) A (Can I Add more?) N (Note errors)
Helps students to provide additional reasoning and write longer
essays.
Proven effective for students with learning disabilities.
A strategy to plan for the writing: SRSD P (pay attention to the prompt) L
(list main ideas) A (add supporting ideas) N (number your ideas) and W
(Work from your plan to develop a thesis) R (remember your goals) I
(Include transitions) T (Try to use different types of sentences) E
(Exciting, interesting words) (De La Paz & Graham, 2002)

Support content-area arguments

Literary arguments
Students should be able to analyze and understand literature before
they attempt to write arguments about it.
Students need to recognize the language patterns so that they can
comprehend the text
Students need to translate their interpretations into arguments
Literary experts base their interpretations on repeated patterns of
figurative language elements and repeated patterns that stand in
opposition to one another.
Instruction should teach students how to interpret literary texts, use
citations to support their view of points, and link their evidence to the
thesis.
Historical arguments
Instruction should promote disciplinary knowledge and critical
thinking.
Students need understanding of sources to interpret the sources
Students need to be able to analyze and evaluate evidence using
discipline-specific strategies of corroboration, contextualization, and
sourcing
Instruction of argumentative writing and historical interpretation can
be combined. (De La Paz, 2005)
De La Paz’s historical reasoning strategy
Consider the source and analyze it for potential inaccuracies: What
was the author’s purpose? Do the reasons make sense? Do you find
evidence of bias (examining word choice and ignorance of opposing
perspectives)?
Consider conflicting perspectives: Is an author inconsistent? Is a
person described differently? Is an event described differently?
What is missing from the author’s arguments? What can you infer
from reading across sources?
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